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Abstract

In 2018 the government of Sweden decided to include programming in elementary

school. Therefore, the purpose of this report was to investigate whether or not

the current Swedish third-grade programming curriculum was appropriate or

not, and also to evaluate the viability of including a few additional programming

concepts in the teaching material for grade three. To achieve this goal, a game

incorporating Gamification was developed in order to assist in the teaching of

these concepts, as well as the current curriculum, to a group of third-graders

from a swedish school. There were 87 participants introduced to the different

programming concepts by playing the game during theoretical lectures. The

results suggests that the current curriculum can be expanded upon, and also

that the additional concepts all seemed to be viable extensions. However, we

believe that more research needs to be conducted in order to draw any definite

conclusions.
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Sammanfattning

År 2018 beslutade Sveriges regering att inkludera programmering i grundskolan.

Syftet med denna rapport var därför att undersöka huruvida den nuvarande

svenska programmeringskriterierna för årskurs tre är lämplig eller inte, samt

att utvärdera möjligheten att inkludera några ytterligare programmeringskoncept

i undervisningen för årskurs tre. För att uppnå detta mål utvecklades ett

spel som innefattade Spelifiering (engelska: Gamification) för att underlätta

undervisningen av dessa begrepp, såväl som den aktuella läroplanen, till en grupp

av tredjeklassare från en svensk skola. Det var 87 deltagare som introducerades

till de olika programmeringskoncepten genom att spela spelet under teoretiska

föreläsningar. Resultaten tyder på att den nuvarande läroplanen kan utökas med

koncepten som undersöks i denna studie. Vi tror emellertid att mer forskning

måste genomföras för att dra några konkreta slutsatser.
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1 Introduction

In 2018 the government of Sweden decided to change the regulatory documents

(Swedish: Styrdokumenten). These changes focuses on making digitalisation a

part of the public school education, and were put into practise at the first of July

in 2018 (Skolverket, 2019a). The purpose of these changes are for the pupils to

learn the following (Skolverket, 2019b):

• Understand how digitalization affects the individual and society.

• Strengthen their ability to use and understand digital systems and services.

• Strengthen their ability to use media and information in a critical and

responsible manner.

• Strengthen their ability to solve problems and put ideas into action in a

creative way with the help of digital tools.

The SwedishNational Agency for Education (Swedish: Skolverket) is responsible

for the education system in Sweden (Skolverket, 2018a), and they have identified

programming as a subject that should be incorporated in technology and

mathematics courses, but also the possibility of integrating it with other subjects

as well (Skolverket, 2018b).

It is stated in the mathematical course-plan that the students will be given the

opportunity to develop knowledge in using digital tools and programming in order

to be able to investigate problems and mathematical concepts, make calculations

and to present and interpret data (Skolverket, 2018a). Furthermore it is stated

that students, from grades one to three, should understand how unambiguous

step-by-step instructions can be designed, described and followed as a basis

for programming and the use of symbols/variables in step-by-step instructions

(Skolverket, 2018c). The technological course-plan states that students should

learn how to control objects through programming (Skolverket, 2018d).

Therefore, the study presented in this paper attempts to develop a digital game

that can be accessible through tablets and utilized in order to teach 9 year-olds

programming concepts suggested by the Swedish National Agency for Education.

This is because the course plan mentions that students should be able to use
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digital tools, for example tablets, in order to solve programming related problems.

The aim of this study is to investigate which programming concepts are easy and

difficult for third-graders to understand.

1.1 Background

In the study, Svenskar och internet, the Internet Foundation in Sweden (IIS) has

presented statistics about swedish internet habits of 2018. It is indicated that 93%

of online 8-10 year olds occasionally use the internet to play games and that 55%

of internet-users, from the same age group, use the internet daily in order to play

games (Internetstiftelsen, 2018). Since games has such a central role in young

people’s lives, it is interesting to understand the mechanisms that makes them

motivating.

Gamification is an umbrella term that covers the implementation of different

game-elements in scenarios not necessarily related to games in an attempt to

increase user-engagement and interest. In an empirical literature study, ten

different game elements from research done on gamification was compiled. These

are presented below (Koivisto, Sarsa and Hamari, 2014):

• Rewards

• Progress

• Story/theme

• Levels

• Points (score)

• Badges

• Scoreboards (leaderboards)

• Clear goals

• Challenge

• Feedback
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Present-day gamified activities can be found in education and schools. The

Swedish Swimming Association (Swedish: Svenska Simförbundet, Acronym:

SSF) arranges lectures in a variety of different water and swimming related sports

such as water polo, synchronised swimming, diving, competitive swimming and

swimming lessons (Hammar, 2016). It is stated on their website that they use

badges in order to motivate students to engage in learning. These badges can be

bought when a student achieves different goals that are set by the SFF (Sandin,

2018).

The often noted lack of interest that young people have towards school work

contrasts with their motivation towards games. In fact, games affect and

shape the users cognitive skills and their perception of learning, making school

related work uninteresting and tedious (Prensky, 2003). Games that cover

subject criterias are considered to have the potential to make education more

interesting, enjoyable, effective and learner-centered (Prensky, 2001). However,

it is important to separate gamification from game-based learning. In the study

The effect of gamification on motivation and engagement, Alsawaier explains

that gamification is not as simple as using a digital game in teaching. The author

clearifies that gamification is about implementing a layer of game elements in

the teaching to increase engagement in order to promote a positive learning

experience (Alsawaier, 2017).

1.2 Problem Statement

Is the difficulty of the current programming curriculum appropriate for third-

grade students? Also, what are appropriate concepts that could be added to the

current curriculum?

1.3 Scope

Because of the time-restraints of this study, we have decided to only focus on the

mathematical study plan for the students from grades one to three, and specifically

third-grade students will be our test subjects. Since the Swedish National Agency
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for Education has defined the programming-concepts that they want to teach in

the study plan, we will will include these concepts in the study to keep it relevant

to the Swedish school system:

• From study-plan for grades one to three:

– Unambiguous step-by-step instructions, and the use of symbols as

commands in these instructions.

• Additional concepts:

– Programming Language.

– Algorithm.

– Bug.

– Loop.
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2 Theoretical Background

Central concepts for the study will be explained in this section. The first part will

cover motivation and gamification which supports the remaining programming

concepts brought up in this section.

2.1 Motivation

Motivation is a complex and subjective concept. Therefore, a motivation theory

managing to encapsulate the full range of the term is nowhere to be found. This

stems from the fact that human behaviour, and the potential catalysts governing

it, is a subject that is difficult to cover in a single definition or theory. Despite the

convoluted nature of the term, there are some attributes that can be distinguished.

These are the concerns that influence and direct human behaviour, or more

specifically to what extent, why and for how long a human pursues an enterprise

(Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2011).

2.1.1 Self-Determination Theory

Most people think of motivation in terms of amount, they worry about how to

either raise or decrease the amount of motivation someone has for a specific task.

Self-Determination Theory (or SDT) suggests that it is the quality of motivational

factors that is the most important aspect, rather than the amount of motivation

(Deci, 2017).

SDT mainly consists of two types of motivation: Autonomous Motivation and

Controlled Motivation. Autonomous motivation is motivation which stems

entirely from the person performing the task. The person has personally made the

choice of executing the task at hand and feels that it is interesting, enjoyable and

has a genuine sense of value. The contrast to this, controlled motivation, which

instead derives from beyond the task. This might be a reward, punishment or

an obligation. The former of these, the autonomous motivation, leads to higher

levels of performance, wellness and engagement when compared to controlled
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Motivation (Deci & Ryan, 2008).

Autonomic motivation is a result of the fulfillment of a set of basic human

psychological needs. These are the need for competence, feeling confident and

being effective at handling a specific task, the need for relatedness, caring for

and being cared for by others, as well as being accepted and involved in groups

which are important to the person in question, and lastly autonomy, which is

the entitlement to make decisions on your own. Deci & Ryan points out that

these needs must be fulfilled in order for a person to be at the height of his or

her performance, as well as an optimal wellness, and that there will be negative

physiological repercussions if they are not. The notion of these psychological

needs aids in the understanding of which circumstances would best nurture

autonomous motivation, which in essence would be an environment in of which

its habitants feel competent and included, as well as attaining a sense of volition

and autonomy. (Deci & Ryan, 2008)

There are two types of autonomous motivation. The first of these is Intrinsic

Motivation, which originates from the person feeling that a specific task is

interesting or enjoyable. The contrast to this type of motivation is Extrinsic

Motivation, which instead stems from the desirability of the consequences of said

action. However, a task that is considered to be linked to extrinsic motivation

could be transformed into intrinsic motivation if the individual understands the

personal value of the task (Deci & Ryan, 2008).

2.2 Gamification

2.2.1 What a Game is

Before dwelling deeper into what the term gamification means it is important to

explore exactly what a game is, since the two are connected on such a fundamental

level. In an educational context, a game can be defined as the following:

“A game is a system in which players engage in an abstract

challenge, defined by rules, interactivity, and feedback, that
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results in a quantifiable outcome often eliciting an emotional

reaction” (Kapp, 2012).

2.2.2 What Gamification is

Gamification is defined as “using game-based mechanics, aesthetics and game

thinking to engage people, motivate action, promote learning, and solve

problems.” (Kapp, 2012). The concepts of this definition is explained below:

Game-Based:

Gamification implements the concepts described in definition of a

game in section 2.2.1, with the goal being to persuade players to invest

time and energy in the game.

Mechanics:

A game includes mechanics such as reward systems, time constraints

and levels to name a few.

Aesthetics:

In order to succeed in implementing gamification the user experience

must be designed correctly. Graphics and the user interface is an

important aspect in this.

Game Thinking:

This involves the process of transforming a normal and mundane

activity into an exciting experience which integrates elements of

gamification.

Engage:

One of the main goals of gamification is to capture the attention of the

user.

Player:

Is the person playing the game.

Motivate Action:

The players are supposed to feel motivated to take part in the challenge
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presented to them. In order for this to be successful, it is vital that the

difficulty of the task is neither too hard or too trivial.

Promote Learning:

Many of the fundamentals of gamification has roots in educational

psychology and techniques teachers have been incorporating in their

practice for years. Examples of this would be grading, feedback on

schoolwork as well as creating an environment where cooperation

with your peers often is an requirement. With the introduction of

gamification new ways of integrating techniques as these are possible.

Solve Problems:

Often games contains a component of problem solving, which, if a

social aspect is also present, often leads to healthy competition.

2.2.3 What Gamification is not

A common misconception considering gamification is that the implementation

of a reward system is enough, when in reality, there is more to gamification

than just giving players points and badges. These can indeed be a part of the

gamification process, but other aspects of gamification is often more effective,

namely engagement, storytelling, visualization of characters and problem solving.

The best approach towards gamification is to consider the entire user experience

from start to finish, rather than to simply incorporate a miniscule aspect, such as

a rewards system (Kapp, 2012).

2.2.4 Gamification in Education

There are several reasons to why gamification could be useful in education,

for example, transforming a mundane process into a captivating and engaging

activity. This could in turn increase the likelihood of participation, as well as

providing a platform where intrinsic motivation can thrive. In the case where

gamification is implemented with the aid of technology, the pupils competence

in the use of digital tools will be increased as well (Çeker & Özdaml, 2017).
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Games in themselves and the elements that make them entertaining have proven

to be intrinsic motivators for the players (McGonigal, 2011). Schools are already

incorporating gamification. Grading can quite easily be equated to collecting

badges while graduating after a year of studies is not completely different from

the common notion of “leveling up” in games. Even though these elements are

present, schools can fail to engage students. It is therefore important to examine

under what circumstances game-elements are allowed to flourish (Lee & Hammer,

2011).

In order to capture the attention and engagement of students through

gamification it is vital to examine and identify which aspects of the games that

causes them to be as compelling as they are. Games are motivating because of

their cognitive, emotional and social influence on the player, which in turn would

signify that these are the areas educational use of gamification should focus on.

(Domínguez, A. et al., 2013).

Cognitive:

The cognitive area of a game consists of the process of advancing

the player from novice to expert through a series of gradually more

difficult tasks. This leads to an individual difficulty progression where

players stay on a level until they have demonstrated that they have the

necessary knowledge to advance. The process continuously delivers

challenges and goals to the players, which leads to a learning process.

Each level will be interpreted as a indirect reward if the challenge is

suitable for the skill of the players. This indirect reward-system will

motivate the players to continue playing (Lee & Hammer, 2011).

Emotional:

As previously mentioned, games has a tendency to invoke a wide range

of emotions. The gratification of success is one of the most prevalent

of these emotions, but it is critical to recognize that a fundamental

component of many games is failure. In fact, the player is often

supposed to fail repeatedly, since this is a way to learn and improve.

This notion, in tandem with the fact that the feedback cycle generally

is short and the stakes low, allows the player to continuously attempt to
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succeed without risk until the goal is finally accomplished. In contrast

to this, the feedback cycle tends to be long and the risks of failure dire,

which can lead to students experiencing anxiety instead of anticipation

when in front of a challenge. In other words, gamification could

incorporate failure as a fundamental part of the learning process (Lee

& Hammer, 2011).

Another way to affects users emotionally is through

the implementation of stories and themes. In an assignment or during

a challenge, students may encounter a story about the background of

a mission or a problem that they need to solve. The goal of using an

exciting story/theme is to create an interesting and engaging attitude

among the users to solve the challenge (Alsawaier, 2017).

Social:

The social aspect of games can take many different forms, for

example, multiple players can work together towards a common

goal, communicate or compete against each other. Competition is

something commonly enforced in game-based platforms and is often

implemented in the form of a leaderboard where personal score or

earned marks are displayed for all other participants. However,

competition between students has in some cases proved to have

negative effects on their motivation (Domínguez et al., 2013; de-

Marcos et al., 2014).

The main goal of a gamified education is therefore to apply some of these ideas in

the activities or tasks in order to make them more motivating for students. It is

important to remember that gamification is not the solution to every pedagogical

obstacle (Kapp, 2012). It might not fit every subject, and even if it does, it is

essential that it is implemented correctly, since it might drain teacher resources or

teach students to only learn in exchange for an reward. Therefore, it is paramount

to carefully design educational gamification projects in such a way that optimal

value can be achieved while the risks are taken into consideration (Lee & Hammer,

2011).
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2.3 The Programming Process

Working with unambiguous step-by-step programming as a subject in mathema-

tics makes it possible for students to solve problems by trial and error. At element-

ary school, it is about encouraging a way of thinking among the students and

teaching them, for example, how to work with algorithms, think logically, break

down problems into subtasks, search and correct errors and interpret results

(Olteanu, 2018a).

The programming process is characterized by designing and assembling a set of

instructions (a program) for a computer in a language that it can understand. The

programming process may include the following steps (Olteanu, 2018a):

• analyze and understand the problem

• split the problem into smaller tasks

• sketch a solution or several solutions

• choose one solution

• find recurring patterns and utilize these

• create an algorithm

• improve an algorithm

• assemble instructions in a natural language, a programming environment

or in a programming languag

• Search for bugs

• Solve problems caused by bugs (debugging)

• interpret results

Failing with a task is common in programming and the programmer usually

needs to go back to previous steps until the problem is found or solved (Olteanu,

2018a). As mentioned in section 2.2.4, the process of failure can lead to

students experiencing anxiety. It is therefore important to involve programming

related activities that does not overwhelm students in a educational environment.
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Implementing the process of failure and success correctly can be significant for

motivating and engaging students in an activity (Lee & Hammer, 2011).

2.4 Relevant Programming Concepts for Elementary School
Third Graders

The first step in the programming process is to help students develop the ability

to construct, describe and follow unambiguous step-by-step instructions. It

is important to gradually advance the tasks and exercises provided during the

programming lectures (Olteanu, 2018a). The reason for this is linked to the

cognitive aspect of motivation that is mentioned in section 2.2.4, the students

will continue engaging if the difficulty level of the activity successively increases.

Suggested programming concepts, for ages 7-9 (grades 1-3), by the Swedish

National Agency for Education are presented below (Lee & Hammer, 2011):

Instructions:

Instructions form the basis of a program and can be used to manipulate

data and perform calculations (Olteanu, 2018a).

Sequence:

A sequence is a set of instructions executed in the order in which they

were assembled (Olteanu, 2018a).

Conditionals:

Conditionals are used in order to give the computer the opportunity

to choose between different instructions depending on the state that

currently applies (Olteanu, 2018a).

Loops:

Loops are used in order to repeat a set of instructions a declared

number of times or until a condition is satisfied (Olteanu, 2018a).

Algorithms:

An algorithm is a set of instructions that are assembled in order to solve

a problem. The assembling is made step-by-step (Olteanu, 2018a).
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Algorithms are present in everyday life, for example, cooking recipes

or mounting manuals, but are also used in everyday situations such

as when dressing or brushing teeth. Assembling instructions that can

be executed with the purpose to lead someone or something from one

point to another is an approach that can be used in classrooms in order

to help students develop an understanding for algorithms (Olteanu,

2018a).

Debugging:

The programming process ends with the students interpreting the

result and ensuring that the algorithm can be used to solve a specific

task or problem. If this is not the case, the programmer can

troubleshoot the algorithm in order to find errors (also known as bugs).

Debugging is equivalent to identifying and correcting errors. In order

to be able to debug, students need to pay attention to the totality,

details of the whole and relationships between details. Debugging is

an important part of the programming process and students should

therefore become aware of this concept (Olteanu, 2018a).

In order to debug an algorithm, the students need to pay attention to

different errors. Errors that can occur are presented below (Olteanu,

2018a):

• Instructions are assembled in the wrong order.

• Instructions are not clear enough.

• Instructions are missing in some steps.

• Instructions are not assembled in a sequence.

• Defined instructions are unreasonable.

• Algorithm is incorrect because the problem is misinterpreted.

A problem and the algorithm that solves it can be broken down

into multiple parts. In the decomposition process, the students can

understand, solve, develop and debug the parts separately. Students

can use different methods in order to look for and detect errors,
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examples of such techniques are presented below (Olteanu, 2018a):

• Explain the steps and parts of an algorithm to someone else.

• Check the instructions critically.

• Make a list of possible errors.

• Record what has already been tested.

Debugging is an excellent opportunity for students to learn from their

mistakes and to advance their programming skills (Olteanu, 2018a).

Other Programming Concepts:

• Code:

Code is a sequence of instructions in a programming language

that the computer can interpret and perform.

• Programming language:

A programming language is   used to write code (eg JavaScript,

Python).

• Statements:

Statements are low-level operations that the computer can

interpret in order to perform something.

• Script:

A script is a sequence of statements or instructions.

• Syntax:

Syntax is the grammar of a programming language. The syntax

regulates how instructions in the language can be assembled.

• Execute/Run:

Executing or running in the context of programming is equivalent

to performing a set of instructions.
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2.5 Pair Programming

When students work in pairs, pair programming, an environment is created that

contribute to active learning and social interaction. This approach makes it

possible for the students to develop their communication skills and ability to work

collaboratively. Pair programming also makes it possible for students to practice

problem solving and critical thinking by learning from each other and with each

other (Olteanu, 2018b). As mentioned in section 2.2.4, enabling students to work

together can increase their engagement for solving a task, this is because of the

social aspect of motivation (Domínguez et al. 2013).

2.6 How Programming is Taught Today

The integration of digitalization in Swedish schools is a new concept that started

applying from 1 july 2018. Therefore, the Swedish National Agency for Education

has published Programming as a Language (swedish: Programmering

som språk) and Communicating with Unambiguous Instructions (swedish:

Kommunicera med entydiga instruktioner), which presents proposals on how

programming can be used in teaching from grades 1-3. The suggestions from these

texts are presented below.

Activity 1 - Debugging:

In this activity students can take the role as navigator or driver. The

task of the navigator is to choose between different predetermined

instructions (e.g. move forward, move backward, turn right and turn

left) to create an algorithm that can lead the driver to a specific target.

After the driver has performed the instructions the students should

discuss possible solutions to problems that might have emerged during

the execution. The purpose of this activity is to help students develop

an understanding of the order in which different instructions should

be given and that the instructions need to be clear (Olteanu, 2018a).

Activity 2 - Debugging:

In this activity, the students work in pairs to test and change
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instructions. The students take turns giving each other sets of

instructions with the purpose to lead each other to different places in

a room. Students should also discuss possible solutions to errors that

may occur in the execution of the activity. The aim of this activity is

to teach the significance of correcting instructions that are missing or

incorrect, but also the order in which different instructions should be

given (Olteanu, 2018a).

Activity 3 – Debugging:

In this activity, the students get a predefined algorithm. The purpose

of the algorithm is to navigate a cat to a mouse in a grid. The students

should decide whether the algorithm works and discuss solutions to

possible errors in the algorithm. The aim of this activity is to help

students develop an understanding for how to identify, remove and

correct errors (Olteanu, 2018a).

Figure 2.1: The image shows a mouse and a rat in an
example grid that can be used in activity 3 (Olteanu, 2018a).

Activity 4 – Loops:

Performing tasks similar to the instructions presented below helps

students develop and understanding for how loops can be used in order

to repeat operations in programming (Olteanu, 2018a).

• Repeat four times: move one step forward and jump once.

• Repeat three times: say a number.

• Repeat twice: draw a triangle.

Activity 5 – Conditionals:
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Practicing tasks similar to the instructions presented below helps

students develop an understanding for conditionals/alternative

(Olteanu, 2018a).

• If you have black pants then you must walk two steps forward,

otherwise you should spin once.

• If you birthday is on an even date then you should raise your hand

otherwise you should pat your hands once.

Activity 6 – Creating:

In this activity students are grouped in pairs. Each group is challenged

to define instructions that can be used in order to solve tasks and

scenarios that they encounter in their everyday lives. The groups will

then use their instructions to construct algorithms that they can test

on each other in order to see if the program works or if they will

have to change it. The purpose of this activity is to create and define

instructions (Olteanu, 2018a).

Activity 7 - Programming with Unambiguous Step-by-Step

Instructions:

In this activity students must sit with their backs against each other.

Student-A has a pen and paper and student-B has an image of a

geometric figure or shape. Instructions on how to draw the shape

will be provided by student-B and carried out by student-A. The rules

of this activity is that student-B is not allowed to describe what is

displayed on the image. This activity aims to help students develop an

understanding on how to give unambiguous step-by-step instructions

in order to develop a program (Olteanu, 2018b).

Activity 8 - Programming with Unambiguous Step-by-Step

Instructions:

In this activity students are grouped in pairs and handed a grid each.

Student-A marks two entries without showing student-B. Step-by-step

instructions such as up, down left and right can be provided by student-

A in order to help student-B locate the marked entries and re-create the
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grid. The purpose of this activity is to help students develop an ability

to provide step-by-step instructions (Olteanu, 2018b).

Figure 2.2: The image shows an example grid that can be
used in activity 8. The grid has two marked/checked entries
colored in blue (Olteanu, 2018b).

Activity 9 - Symbols and Unambiguous Step-by-Step

Instructions:

In this activity students are grouped in pairs in order to describe shapes

to each other through step-by-step instructions. Student-A provides a

starting point and different instructions that student-B interprets in

order to draw the shape on a squared paper. The example below can

be used in order to create a square.

• Move five squares forward.

• Turn 90 degrees to the left.

• Repeat steps 2 and 3, four times.

The aim of this activity is to help students develop their skills in

constructing and following algorithms (Olteanu, 2018b).

Activity 10 - Symbols and Unambiguous Step-by-Step

Instructions:

In this activity students are grouped in pairs. Each student is assigned

a path composed of nine nodes. The path starts at 1 and ends at 9.

Student-A re-creates the path with step-by-step instructions and lets

student-B interpret and execute these instructions. Students should

discuss possible solutions to errors that might occur. The purpose

of this activity is to help students practice constructing and following

algorithms based on step-by-step instructions (Olteanu, 2018b).
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Figure 2.3: The image shows an example path made of 9
nodes that can be used in activity 10 (Olteanu, 2018b).

A majority of the programming activities suggested by skolverket request

students to work together in order to debug and construct algorithms based on

unambiguous step-by-step instructions.
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3 Methodology and Process

This section will describe and justify the methods used to obtain the data

presented in results section (see section 4).

The methodology can be broken down into a few simple steps. Firstly, we decided

to develop an application which had two purposes. It should be able to teach

the children step-by-step instructions and the use of symbols as commands in

order to satisfy the current study-plan, but also have the potential to extend

their knowledge further by introducing a few other programming concepts. After

the completion of this application the actual learning phase began, where the

students were taught about programming. The last phase consisted of evaluating

the programming knowledge of the students. These three phases will be explained

further below.

The participants consisted of 87 third-graders (9-10 years old) from four classes.

Also, it is noteworthy to mention that the curriculum which we are investigating

is meant for grades 1-3, which would indicate that the students should have some

previous knowledge on the subject. However, this was not the case, which the

teachers confirmed.

The learning and evaluation phases were performed atRåsundaskolan (a Swedish

school located inRåsunda) together with the two teachers responsible for the four

classes. A request was also sent to the guardians in order to get an approval for

involving their kids in the learning and evaluation phases.

3.1 The Turtle-Game

The basic idea of the game is to guide the turtle through a grid consisting of

possible paths and obstacles to reach the star. This is done via step-by-step

instructions the user supplies to the application, which then executes them. If

the user have provided a valid path to the star the stage is completed, if not, the

user may try again. Users are also able to create custom-made stages. We decided

to introduce the most essential functionality of the application during the first

lecture, and the more complex during the second. This resulted in the creation of
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two versions of the application.

3.1.1 Version 1

Figure 3.1: The first version of the turtle-game

This version was the less complicated version, implementing the following

functionality:

• The turtle’s language:

– A right turn, which would turn the turtle 90 degrees to the right.

– A left turn, which would do the same as right, but to the left instead.

– A step forward, which would move the turtle one grid in the current

direction of the turtle.
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• The tools:

– An area which shows the currently supplied commands.

– A clear instruction button which made it possible to remove a certain

instruction from the above mentioned area.

– A clear all instructions button which does just that, it clears all the

provided commands and allows the user to start from scratch.

– A speed-up button which allows the user to switch between fast and

slow execution of the provided instructions.

– A play button which executes the currently given commands.
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3.1.2 Version 2

Figure 3.2: The second version of the turtle-game

All the functionality from version 1 is still available in version 2, with the big

difference being the introduction of loops as a concept, allowing the user to loop

through the commands instead of manually completing repetitive tasks. The

implementation of loops made it possible to repeat commands between one to

ten times, or until the star was reached (star-loop button in Figure 3.2).
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3.1.3 Motivating the Functionality

The main purpose of the turtle-game is to teach the knowledge criteria from the

Swedish National Agency for Education and additional concepts specified in the

theoretical background (see section 2). It was therefore important to develop

the application with gamification in mind, but also to concentrate on the aspects

which are the most important from an educational point of view. Thus, the

cognitive, emotional and social aspect were our focal points.

The cognitive area is integrated by the creation of the two different versions of

our application. The students begin by training on the basic components of the

game in version 1, and later, after they have mastered the fundamentals, goes

on to honing their skill in the more convoluted aspects of the game in version

2. Thereby, completing the journey from novice to expert.

An application that presents a story or a theme affects its user emotionally.

This results in the user becoming more motivated to engage in an educational

environment (see section 2.2.4). Due to the time constraints of this project, a story

was not realized. However, a basic theme was implemented with the purpose to

enhance the users emotions. The application theme is based on a turtle trying to

reach a starfish on the beach.

Another emotional game element that is mentioned in section 2.2.4 is the

mechanism of informing the user when they fail or succeed. This functionality

was implemented through colored messages, where red means failure and green

represents success. After being notified the user is allowed to move on to the next

level or solve the problem again if they failed. Since failing is a natural part of the

programming process (see section 2.3), we also implemented a speed-up button

in order to make sure that the feedback cycle was quick. There was no penalty

when failing, therefore the stakes of the game were low which made it easier for

the player to try again and eventually improving enough to finish a stage.

In order to create a social and inclusive game environment that lets user

communicate and connect, the application was developed with the functionality

to allow players to design their own stages. The game enabled users to play other

players custom made stages.
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3.2 Learning phase

The learning phase consisted of two one-hour lectures, the second being one

week after the first. The lessons covered explanations of different programming

concepts mentioned in section 2.4 through gameplay demonstrations with a

projector. These programming concepts and their respective definitions, in the

context of the turtle game, are presented below.

Programming Language:

A programming language in the context of the turtle game is any

instruction that the turtle can execute/perform.

Algorithm:

An algorithm is a list of instructions, where instructions are allowed to

be repeated.

The Purpose of an Algorithm:

The purpose of an algorithm is to solve a problem which is equivalent

to leading the turtle to the star in the context of the turtle game.

Bug:

A bug in the turtle game is defined as an error in the algorithm that

prevents the turtle to reach the star.

Loop:

A loop enables the turtle to repeat the same list of instructions multiple

times or until a condition is reached.

The remaining programming concepts was not taught due to limited amount of

time during each lesson.

3.2.1 Lecture 1

In lecture 1, students was introduced to version 1 of the game. It was explained

that the goal of the game is to lead the turtle to the star by giving it a list

of instructions. The functionality of each instruction and the definition of a

programming language was explained while testing and demonstrating the turtle

game in front of the whole class. The students then got to work in pairs in order

to solve the mandatory stages (see Appendix C) on tablets provided by the school.
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When the students finished all mandatory stages they could move on to building

and sharing their own custom stages with each other. At the end of the lecture

students was taught the purpose and definition of an algorithm. The lecture

finished with one of the teachers telling all the students to repeat the purpose of

an algorithm (see 3.2), out loud, multiple times.

3.2.2 Lecture 2

Lecture 2 began with an introduction of game version 2 and a recap of the concepts

taught in the previous lesson. The loop and bug concepts was explained while

showing and solving example stages from the game in front of the entire class.

After the presentation, the students was grouped in pairs. The pairs was handed

one tablet each in order to solve the mandatory loop-stages (see Appendix D) in

the game. The lecture ended with students being allowed to build and design their

own custom stages.

3.2.3 Motivating the Arrangement of the Lectures

The gamification mechanisms implemented during the development of the game

are mentioned in section 3.1.3. However, since time was limited there was some

gamification elements from section 2.2.4 that was left out. Therefore, we decided

to include some of these missed gamification elements in the lectures instead. As

mentioned in section 2.5 pair-programming is a method that can enhance the

social aspects of an activity. Therefore it was decided to let students work in

pairs in order to promote a more inclusive and collaborative working environment

where students can effectively learn from and with each other. The students were

also informed to start with the easiest stage, ranked with the lowest number,

before progressively moving to a more advanced stage with a higher rank. The

purpose of the ranked stages was to enhance the cognitive aspect of the game

which is the process of advancing the player from novice to expert through a series

of gradually more difficult tasks.
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3.3 Evaluation Phase

The evaluation phase consisted of two different questionnaires for the students

with the purpose to investigate the difficulty level of each programming concept.

These were handed out after the learning phase was concluded, or more

specifically, one week after the second lecture. Since it was believed that the

formulation of some questions might provide aid in order to solve other questions,

it was decided to create two questionnaires where the aid-revealing questions

were separated into the Practical Questionnaire. This method was used in order

to prevent students from retroactively changing their answers in the Theoretical

Questionnaire because of contents in the Practical Questionnaire. More details of

the questionnaires are presented in the appendices A and B.

3.3.1 Theoretical Questionnaire:

The first questionnaire consisted of multiple choice questions where the

respondents had to select the correct definitions of what a bug, loop, algorithm and

a programming language is in relation to the turtle game. The remaining multiple

choice questions requested the respondent to select the option that defines the

purpose of an algorithm and the option that corresponds to the goal of the turtle

game.

3.3.2 Practical Questionnaire:

Questionnaire 2 contained two questions, each consisting of a scenario from the

turtle game. The first question required an algorithm based on unambiguous

step-by-step instructions in order to lead the turtle to the star, while the second

was based on constructing an algorithm with one loop in order to aid the turtle

to the star. The purpose of these questions was to investigate if the students

understands how to solve problems that require loops and unambiguous step-by-

step reasoning.

Grading Criteria for Practical Questionnaire
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During the grading of the students answers to the Practical Questionnaire, we

noticed that a big part of the errors were due to recklessness. Therefore we decided

to extend the grading from either correct or incorrect, and instead introduced a

wider range of categories to more accurately convey the pupils knowledge of the

subject. This meant that we had to create a criteria for grading the questions of

the questionnaire.

Question 1:

• One error

– One step too many/few

– Rotation in the wrong direction

Question 2:

• One error

– Same as question 1

– Correct content of the loop, but one iteration too many/few

• Two errors

– No rotation in loop

• Wrong answer:

– Solution without the use of a loop

– Solution containing multiple loops

– Correct solution with the use of a loop with one iteration. (In

other words, manually stepping through the entire stage and looping

everything once, which renders the loop useless.)

3.4 Limitations

During the execution of the methodology we identified a few possible

improvements for each phase, these are listed below.
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3.4.1 Turtle-Game

• The functionality of some buttons was unclear, for example the left- and

right- turn buttons which were mixed up on a couple occasions. Labels or

improved visual aid could alleviate the problem.

• It would be beneficial to conduct UX research beforehand in order to catch

these problems during the development phase, since the outcome of the

game’s teaching capabilities depends on the design choices.

3.4.2 Learning Phase

• Students worked in pairs, this could have resulted in one of the group

members doing the majority of the work, while the other one were learning

nothing.

• We could have planned out the lectures better. The students were fast at

completing the obligatory stages, which resulted in them spending time

exploring the custom made stages instead, both by creating their own, but

also completing class mates’ stages.

• It was difficult to make sure that every student understood the concepts

taught during the lectures, this was because of the big groups consisting of

approximately 50 students.

• In general, it was difficult to handle groups of roughly 50 students because

of the limited manpower. Specifically, keeping track of that everyone was

doing what they were supposed to do, and that everyone received the help

they needed was challenging . If we had done the same thesis again, we

would probably have divided the children into smaller groups.

3.4.3 Evaluation Phase

• Since both of our questionnaires were conducted by pen and paper, all of

our results were acquired from manually grading each individual answer.

Therefore, there might be some discrepancies due to human error.
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• At times, finding suitable incorrect answers to the multiple choice questions

was problematic. This sometimes resulted in obviously incorrect answers

which was almost never chosen.

• We could have conducted a second evaluation of the children’s capabilities

in the turtle-game, as well as their theoretical knowledge of the concepts, at

a later date, with the aim to investigate if the knowledge remained. This

would have counteracted the possibility that the children memorized the

theoretical answers
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4 Results

This section presents the results of the study which are based on the 87

responses from the theoretical and practical questionnaires, which can be found

in appendices A and B.

The first six figures show the results of the first questionnaire, detailing the

theoretical knowledge the students had developed of the programming concepts

described previously in the report, while the remaining two figures shows the

results of the second questionnaire, in which the students had to complete stages

of the turtle-game by hand, writing the instructions by pen and paper. See

appendix E for tabular representations of the results presented below.

Figure 4.1: An overview over the instructions that the
respondents thought was included in the programming
language of the turtle game. The participants were allowed
to choose several instructions in their response.
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Figure 4.2: The diagram shows that 58.6% of the
respondents managed to determine the correct definition
of an algorithm. The remaining portion selected the wrong
definition or did not know. The participants were only
allowed to pick one option as a response.

Figure 4.3: The diagram shows that 86.2% of the
respondents managed to designate the correct purpose of
an algorithm. The remaining portion selected a wrong
purpose or did not know. The participants were only
allowed to pick one option as a response.
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Figure 4.4: The diagram shows that 54% of the respondents
managed to determine the correct definition of a bug in
the turtle game. The remaining portion selected a wrong
definition or did not know. The participants were only
allowed to pick one option as a response.

Figure 4.5: The diagram shows that 89.7% of the
respondents managed to determine the correct purpose of
the game. The remaining portion selected a wrong purpose
or did not know. The participants were only allowed to pick
one option as a response.
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Figure 4.6: The diagram shows that 85.1% of the
respondents managed to determine the correct definition
of a loop in relation to the turtle game. The remaining
portion selected a wrong definition or did not know. The
participants were only allowed to pick one option as a
response.

Figure 4.7: The compiled results from the step-by-step-
instruction exercise (see appendix B).
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Figure 4.8: The compiled results from the loop exercise (see
appendix B).
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5 Discussion

In this section, literature and results are discussed based on the results compiled

from the survey.

Future third-graders are meant to have some previous programming knowledge

after accomplishing their preceding two years. However, as mentioned in section

3, this was not the case for the participants in this study. Therefore, our results are

based knowledge influenced by the two hours of practise, and any understanding

the students had acquired during their free time. This means that, in general,

future students in grade three should have a knowledge base greater than the

students in our research.

Before reviewing the results further it is important to mention that the learning

and Evaluation Phases had a close connection between each other. First of all

the Evaluation Phase occurred a short time after the Learning Phase concluded,

which may have resulted in the children having it easier to remember the

concepts rather than having a genuine understanding, garnering better results

from the Theoretical Questionnaire. Also, there is a possibility that the children’s

familiarity to the game may have been greater than if they had responded to

the questionnaire at a later date, resulting in improved results in the Practical

Questionnaire as well. Secondly, the answers to the questionnaires were explicitly

explained during the Learning Phase, which also may have contributed to the

same phenomenon.

It is demonstrated in figure 4.1 that a majority were able to mark the correct

instructions that are part of the programming language of the turtle game. These

being the forward button (97.7%), the right-turn button (95.4%), the loop button

(88.5%) and the left-turn button (93.1%). However the complication lies in

the fact that they did not understand exactly how much this encapsulated, and

managed to choose more options than they should have. Especially the play

button and the speed-up button were chosen incorrectly. This may be due to a

shortage of the theory lessons and practice which results into uncertainty, but also

due to the wording which was used during the lectures. It was explained that the

language of the turtle was any instruction that the turtle could understand before
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runtime, which might not have been explicit enough.

Figure 4.2 indicates that a majority seems to have understood what an algorithm

is in the turtle game. However, a portion of 17% thought that an algorithm is

equivalent to a programming language, this confusion could have risen from the

fact that the both concepts are so closely related. An algorithm in the context

of the turtle-game is a list of instructions constructed from the turtles language.

Therefore an explicit label above the algorithm input-field could have been a

possible solution for improving the game, creating a clear distinction between a

language and an algorithm.

Figure 4.3 represents the compiled result from the question that involved marking

the correct answer to what defines the goal of an algorithm. A majority of 86.2%

managed to single out the correct definition. A possible reason to why more

kids was able to understand what the purpose of an algorithm is, rather than

knowing the definition of an algorithm, may have been caused by the theory

lessons which involved repeating the correct definition, out loud, by the entire

class several times. This can result in the children not learning the concept but

instead memorizing it. Also, there was no option in the questionnaire connected

to the turtle’s language.

It appears from figure 4.4 that approximately half of the participants managed to

determine the correct definition of the bug concept in relationship to the turtle

game. The second largest portion of respondents, 20%, replied that a bug is when

the turtle performs many unnecessary steps. Performing too many unnecessary

steps is not a bug in the turtle game, this is because the turtle may reach the star,

even though a longer path than necessary would be assigned to it. However, the

interpretation of a bug or an error could encapsulate doing unnecessary work,

depending from person to person. Therefore there is a possibility that this could

have confused the children, resulting in them choosing the incorrect answer to the

question. A possible solution would have been to include less overlapping options

instead.

Figure 4.5 indicates that an overwhelming majority of respondents understood

that the main goal of the game was to reach the star by constructing a path for the

turtle. Perhaps because the answer to the question was obvious, since the students
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had played the game. The purpose of this question was to see that the children had

any idea of what they were doing when playing the game.

It is shown in figure 4.6 that a majority knows what a loop is in the context of

the turtle game. This may be due to the fact that the children were given a whole

lesson to practise solving loop related problems, but also because the turtle game

incorporated the concept explicitly (e.g. loop button), which was not the case for

all of the other concepts.

The graph in figure 4.7 show the results of the handwritten step-by-step-

instruction problem. It displays that most of the students understood this concept,

since more than half on the participants got the question completely correct, and

just above a quarter of the students were one error away from a correct solution.

The participants giving a solution with two errors most likely also understood the

concept, at least to some degree. The remaining portion represents the portion of

the respondents with three or more errors. The students in this range had varied

numbers of errors, meaning that some were closer that others to a correct solution.

However, this is were we make a distinction of the students who understood the

concept.

The compiled result from the loop exercise is presented in figure 4.8. It is

demonstrated that approximately half of the students were able to construct a

loop-based step-by-step algorithm for solving the problem. However, there is a

significant amount of students (35.6%) who were unable to finish the exercise.

This suggests that the loop-concept was considerably more difficult for the

students to grasp in comparison to the step-by-step concept. It is noteworthy that

the majority of the students either comprehended the loop-concept fully, or were

completely off base.

There were also a noteworthy anomaly regarding the result for the loop exercise.

This was that a few students, four to be precise, all managed to generate a

solution for this question which we did not foresee. This was to use step-by-

step instructions to solve the exercise in its entirety, and then looping these

instructions once. Technically, this was not an incorrect solution, but we

graded it as such, since the concept was not utilized in a way showing that the

student had developed an understanding of the concept. Perhaps it would have
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been a better solution to discard of these and handling the rest of the results

independently.

In the text Programming - Students Improve at Things that they Practice!

(swedish: Programmering – elever blir bra på det de övar!), Karin Stolpe

explains that tasks involving programming does not lead to computational

thinking, which is the ability to handle problem solving, think abstractly,

logically and creatively. The author argues that elementary school students only

marginally, if at all, develop their more general ability to solve problems and think

logically. This means that students will only get better at solving specific problems

that they are exposed to in practice (Stolpe, 2018). Hence, the amount of correct

solutions presented figures 4.7 and 4.8 may have been induced due to students

being exposed to equivalent problems during the Learning Phase.

6 Conclusions

This section will aim to answer the problem statement based on the discussions

mentioned in the previous section.

Using step-by-step instructions in order to construct algorithms (the main topic

in the curriculum) was a simple concept to grasp for a majority of the students

in the context of the turtle-game, which suggests that the course plan can be

expanded upon. However, with the research of Stolpe in mind, further research

that evaluates if students can use their programming knowledge in different

context would be required to draw a definite general conclusion. Furthermore, the

additional concepts we have considered during this project seems to be suitable

for this purpose, since the majority of the students acquired adequate knowledge

of these subjects. However, as with the step-by-step results, we believe that

more research needs to be conducted in order to support our findings, as well

as exploring other options.

While the concept of a fully fledged programming language still is foreign to

the students, the result shows that a majority understood which instructions the

programming language in the context of the turtle game entailed. This indicates
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that there is a possibility of grasping the concept better if given a more precise

definition of what a programming language is. Furthermore, given more time to

practice, the ability of the students would also improve.

The purpose of an algorithm was understood by an overwhelming majority of

the students. However, as mentioned in section 5, it is difficult to make a clear

conclusion whether or not this was due to the students actually comprehending

the subject. Therefore, only the two results illustrated in figures 4.2 and 4.7 will

yield relevant support for this section. Figure 4.7 indicates that the students

performed well in constructing an algorithm for completing a stage. Therefore

even though students might have lacked theoretical knowledge of the concept,

they were still able to construct algorithms proficiently. This suggest that the

concept is within the scope of what a third grader can grasp.

It is difficult to draw any concrete conclusions about the bug concept since the

question was unclear. However there was still a large portion of students who

were able to answer the question correctly, this suggests that the third graders

have the capacity to understand this concept.

The loop-concept proved to give different results in comparison to the other

concepts, since the difference in knowledge was quite apparent, as well as an

overwhelmingly positive result concerning the theoretical knowledge. Since a

majority of the students were able to define that a loop is a repetitive set of

instructions, but not able to implement it in practice indicates that more training

is required in order to develop an adequate practical knowledge of the concept.

Overall this suggests that the notion of a loop is easier to grasp than applying it in

practise, but that there is definite potential for a third grader to fully understand

the concept.

6.1 Future Work

This topic was touched upon in the previous section, we will now expand on

our thoughts on the mentioned suggestions, but also include some additional

proposals.
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• As we mentioned in the conclusion, further work needs to be done to

conclude whether or not the students learnt the general concept of step-

by-step instructions, or if they only understood them in the context of the

turtle-game.

• In section 3.2 and 2.4, we listed quite a few concepts which we decided not to

investigate. All of these would be suitable candidates to evaluate in a future

thesis. Also, more research, under a longer period of time, for the concepts

we did evaluate would be valuable in order to support our findings.

• In the method we combined regular tutoring with a digital game which

incorporated gamification. However, we did not evaluate how well this

method worked, only if it was possible for the children to understand the

concepts. Therefore, It would be interesting to see this topic explored

further, perhaps in a comparison to other methods. For example only

teaching through a game (digital and not digital), or through ordinary

theoretical lectures.

– Also, if a digital solution is used, explore the topic of user experience

further.

– Since 95% of kids play games occasionally it is interesting to study

whether games have an indirect effect on understanding different

programming concepts.

• The students used in our thesis did not have any previous programming

knowledge acquired from school, which future students will. Therefore,

exploring the topic of the curriculum for grades 1-3 could be revisited in the

future when the subject has become more established.

• Since this paper only studies the curriculum for grades 1-3, the curriculum

for grades 4-9 are still topics that could be evaluated further.
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A Theoretical Questionnaire

These are the questions used in the Theoretical Questionnaire.
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B Practical Questionnaire

These are the questions used in the Practical Questionnaire.
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C Mandatory stages - Lecture 1

These are the obligatory stages for the Algorithm Lecture.
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D Mandatory stages - Lecture 2

These are the obligatory stages for the Loop Lecture.
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E Questionnaire Results

These are the results from both the Theoretical and Practical

Questionnaires.
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